Cognitive Radio has attracted intensive interests of the researchers, recently. The data rate always increases in the emerging technologies. The increased data rate poses mainly two challenges for spectrum sensing. One is that the state of primary user (PU) is fast and alternatively varying between "on/off" in a spectrum sensing window. The other is that the asynchronicity among the reports in a cooperative spectrum sensing setting becomes more apparent. Both of them would deteriorate the spectrum sensing performance. Thus, we propose an asynchronous cooperative spectrum sensing method to cope with these two challenges. A likelihood ratio test based spectrum sensing is developed for a single cooperator. The likelihood ratio is obtained in the setting of fast varying PU state. The likelihood ratio test is uniformly powerful according to the Neyman-pearson lemma.
Ⅰ. Introduction
Cognitive radio is developed to reuse the underutilized spectrum which is licensed to the incumbent user (primary user, PU) in order to improve the utilization efficiency of the wireless frequency resources. Cognitive user (secondary user, SU) is intelligently enabled by the cognitive radio to transmit data on the interested frequency band. Spectrum sensing is one main function to discover the spectrum opportunities. It is continuously conducted to monitor the spectrum state (idle/busy) and then, if it is idle, the SU utilize the discovered spectrum opportunities via dynamic access. Once the returning of PU is reported, SU would immediately stop its data transmission and vacate its occupation until the interested frequency band is report idle again.
IEEE 802.22 WRAN standard has developed
for CR techniques to share the white space of TV frequency spectrum [1] . The nearby radio environment is sensed, then the spectrum opportunity is discovered and accessed, so as to avoid the interference to the original licensed holders. In addition, the other standards, such as WiFi (IEEE 802.11), WiMax (IEEE 802.16), and Zigbee (IEEE 802.15.4) also include some degree of CR technologies.
Spectrum sensing is one of most important function in CR. The spectrum sensing methods can be roughly classified as energy detector, matched filter and cyclostationary feature detector respectively [2] [3] [4] . The energy detector is widely adopted due to its low computation and implementation complexities. It simply compares the output signal power of energy detector with a threshold to determine the presence of the licensed user. However, it is sensitive to noise.
The matched filter method is known as the optimal detector but require perfect pre-knowledge of the licensed users features. Cyclostationary feature detection is a method for detecting licensed user transmissions by exploiting the cyslostationarity features of the received signals, which is with relatively high computation complexity. Cyclostationary features can assist spectrum sensing because they are caused by the periodicity in the signal or its statistics, such as, the autocorrelation. Moreover, eutrophy based spectrum sensing has been investigated to improve detection performance [5] .
Conventional single node spectrum sensing has limited sensing ability, whose performances are not stable because of, e.g., hidden primary user problem, noise uncertainty, fading or shadowing [6, 7] . For these reasons, cooperative diversity and data fusion technologies are applied to spectrum sensing, which is called cooperative spectrum sensing. Cooperative sensing network can be built by cooperating among cognitive radios.
Since the data rate is always increasing in the newly emerging systems, this phenomenon poses mainly two challenges for (cooperative) spectrum sensing. One is that the state of PU might varies multiple times between "on" and "off" during a spectrum sensing window. As a result, the performance of spectrum sensing would decrease dramatically [8, 9] . The other is that when the PU data rate is relative high, the asynchronous effects among the reports of the cooperators becomes more manifest. At the fusion center, the performance of spectrum sensing would become unstable. The asynchronicity mainly comes from the observation delay, the drifting of the time clock of each cooperator and the transmission delay.
In the current literatures, these two challenges are not adequately addressed. The fast varying of PU state is considered in reference [8] [9] [10] [11] . In Ref [8] , the PU state is considered only varying once. Based on it, an improved detector is proposed.
Ref [9] . compares the performance decreasing of different types of detectors, while the PU state is still considered varying once during a spectrum sensing window. Ref [10] . designs a new energy detection method based on Bayesian principle, which also only considers a single state changing of PU. The case of multiple states changes is discussed in Ref. [11] . The performance decreasing is analyzed based on energy detection method, however, no spectrum sensing method is developed. On the other hand, the asynchronicity among the cooperators in the cooperative spectrum sensing is rarely considered.
Thus, we would propose an asynchronous spectrum sensing method to address these two challenges. To cope with the fast varying PU state during a spectrum sensing window, we provide a likelihood ratio test based spectrum sensing method. Especially, the likelihood ratio is obtained for the fast varying case of PU during a spectrum sensing window. According to the Neyman-pearson lemma, the likelihood ratio test based detector is uniformly powerful regarding certain false alarm probability. The close forms of detection probability and the false alarm probability are not presented due to the complexity of the sum of the likelihood ratio. To address the asynchronicity among the cooperators, we propose two weighted cooperative spectrum sensing methods, for which the weights are designed to account for the asynchronicity. One set of weights is designed by utilizing the conditional probability for the PU state change and the other set of weights is designed based on the queueing theory for sequential detection.
Furthermore, the numerical results are given for the soft fusion and hard fusion respectively. The soft fusion is an extension for above likelihood ratio test based spectrum sensing, thus shares its all merits. [12] , which can be characterized by two probability density functions    and    separately denoting the probability distribution of the busy period   and idle period   . It's worth pointing out that the widely used Gilbert-Elliot model (a two state Markov chain) is a special case of the alternating renewal process where the on (off) periods are exponentially (in the case of continuous time) or geometrically (in the case of discrete time) distributed [13] . Here, we assume that the "on/off" period is following exponential distributions through this paper as
where       and       . Hence the transition probability of PU channel can be described by a set of conditional probabilities
 with ∈ as follow [13] In this paper, a few of SUs is considered working in a centralized manner as shown in Fig.1 , n SU central node works as a fusion center to collect sensing results from other SUs (cooperators) and then make final decision from the collected information. We assume every SU node has the same detection ability and perform spectrum sensing independently. Next, we would formulate the likelihood ratio test based spectrum sensing as a non-cooperative spectrum sensing method. The asynchronous cooperative spectrum sensing is presented based on it. Since the reports asynchronously arrive at the fusion center, we term our method as asynchronous cooperative spectrum sensing. The channel parameters would be introduced and specified wherever needed. The PU signal is considered following Gaussian distribution at the SU spectrums sensing side, where the PU signal can be rayleigh-faded.
Ⅲ. Problem Formulation for the Spectrum
Sensing of a Single User 
where   is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and variance    . Let
The conventional energy detector just compares the output test statistics  with a threshold   and then estimate the state of interested frequency band, which could be written as
The test statistics  can be viewed as the sum of the squares of  Gaussian variables which follows the chi-square distribution. Therefore, the detection probability   and the false alarm probability   can be calculated as [15] 
where • is the generalized Marcum  function, • is the gamma function and •• is the incomplete gamma function respectively.
Likelihood ratio test based spectrum
sensing When the PU has no state change in the spectrum sensing period, the energy detection is equivalent to the likelihood ratio test. However, if the PU with multiple state changes, the energy detector is not the most powerful detector anymore. Here, we provide a likelihood ratio test based spectrum sensing method to achieve better detection performance.
The spectrum sensing should be accuracy and in time. Thus, the last received sample   in the spectrum sensing window should be the one being believed in most. Naturally, at sampling   , PU can be in either state "on" or state "off". With above assumption, the likelihood function can be obtained under   and   , respectively. (10) is obtained
The left side of (10) could be simplified as a summation as in (11) , which is shown below
By the reason of the case  
 , the distribution of (12) becomes very complex. It is not Chi-square. Due to the complexity, its not further discussed. For the   and   with a certain threshold, in this case, they could be obtained by testing.
Ⅳ. Asynchronous Cooperative Spectrum Sensing
In this section the asynchronous cooperative spectrum sensing is presented. The "asynchronous"
indicates the asynchronicity of the spectrum sensing at each cooperator and the arrival time of the reports at the fusion center. The local spectrum sensing is performed periodically with the same period but not synchronized among all cooperators. We assume that when the cooperator performs spectrum sensing individually, the report is sent through a report channel to fusion center as soon as local spectrum sensing is finished.
Generally, there are two kind of fusion, the hard fusion and the soft fusion [16] . We would provide the asynchronous cooperative spectrum method accordingly.
Asynchronous cooperatives spectrum
sensing with hard fusion. In cooperative spectrum sensing, the hard fusion fuses the reports which are an mixture of "0s"and "1s", which are the received reports 
Now we discuss how to derive the threshold   . From (13) and (14)   and   can be written as
where   indicates the decision domain in   .
  has a certain value to every cooperator because the arrival time for each cooperator is known by fusion center. Substitute  ≻   to (17), we obtained
, when we take the upper
, the likelihood ratio test can meet the performance requirement of specified   and   in fusion center.
Fusion rule 2
Alternatively, we also can obtain another set of weights according the channel transition probability. In hard fusion, the received reports from each cooperator can only be "0" or "1".
On the one hand, the received reports   is "1", we give weight         to it. Then likelihood ratio of the  th report can be derived as
where    and    separately indicates the detection probability and false alarm probability of cooperator  . On the other hand, if the received reports   is "0", we give weight
Similarly, the likelihood ratio can be written
In consideration of the complexity of computation, we could assume that all the cooperators have the same detection probability.
Thus, the likelihood ratio can be obtained through (13), (19) and (20),
  is the set of all  such that     , and   is the set of all  such that     . The threshold in the fusion center can be adjusted corresponding to the specified   and   . Note that if the observed channel has the same mean of "on/off" time, the weight given to every cooperator will be same.
4.2.
Asynchronous cooperative spectrum sensing with soft fusion. In the soft fusion case, the reports from the cooperators are the observed raw data. Instead of the quantized final decision "0s/1s", the cooperator will send the likelihood ratio which based on the proposed spectrum sensing method. 
Ⅴ. Numerical Results
In this section, numerical results are presented for the likelihood ratio test based spectrum sensing and asynchronous cooperative spectrum sensing, respectively.
Likelihood ratio test
We have tested the likelihood ratio test based spectrum sensing when the PU state is fast varying during a spectrum sensing window. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is plotted in Fig.3 . Note that the mean holding time of "on/off" are 0.4s and 0.25s separately and    . The sampling interval is 0.002s.
Relatively higher SNR is set with the aim of observing the fast varying channel distinctly. From  Fig.3 , there are several observations. First, the detection probability increases as the false alarm probability increases. Thus, if we want higher probability of detection, the value of false alarm probability can be set larger. Second, the proposed spectrum sensing method based on the transition probability of interested band can significantly improve the detection performance. Fig.4 examines the performance of proposed spectrum sensing methods and the conventional energy detector for the varying SNR at a given false alarm probability 0.1. The threshold used in the simulation is according to reference [11] and equation (11) . The performance gain is decreased while the value of SNR increases.
The size of the spectrum sensing window is also tested in Fig.5 . The ROC curve is plotted with different spectrum sensing window size  .
Note that the mean holding time of "on/off" both are 0.5 seconds. One can see that the detection probability is improved when  varying from 50 to 150, whereas the detection performance degraded when we keep increasing  from 150 to 300. That is because the PU is with a fast The SNR is set to 1dB, the interested channel mean holding time of "on" and "off" are 0.2s and 0.1s respectively. For saving simulation time, in We assumed all cognitive users have the same detection probability for simplicity above, but this situation is not proper for real cognitive radio networks. Reference [17] proposed a cooperative spectrum sensing algorithm based on SNR comparison in fusion center for cognitive radio. Due to the primary user signal transmission suffers the different fading and every cooperator has the different distance away from the primary user, the received SNR of each cooperator should be different, which will lead to the different reliability of each cooperator. In Ref. [17] , every cooperator sends both local decision and estimated SNR to fusion center, the fusion center will select the cooperator with better SNR and then make the decision according to the designed rule. Based on the fusion rule of Ref. [17] , we assume that the SNRs of cooperators received signals are -2dB, -1dB, 1dB, 3dB, 5dB respectively, and the interested channel mean holding time of "on" and "off" are 0.2s and 0.1s. Fig.7 is the comparison for the proposed fusion rule (hard fusion rule 1: star line, hard fusion rule 2: triangle line, soft fusion tule: dot line) in this paper and the spectrum sensing algorithms in Ref. [17] (SNR comparison fusion). Fig. 7 shows that our proposed fusion rules still outperforms the existing fusion rule [16] which is based on the SNR comparison in fusion center when each cooperator have different detection probability. By comparing the Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , we can see that when every cooperator has different detection probability, the performance of cooperative spectrum sensing will be degraded. 
Ⅵ. Conclusion
In this paper, we design a cooperative spectrum sensing method to cope with the challenges when the PU is with relative high data rate. That is likelihood ratio test based spectrum sensing to cope with the fast varying PU state during a spectrum sensing window and asynchronous cooperative spectrums sensing to address the asynchronous arrival of the reports. The design is based on likelihood ratio test, thus shares all the merits of Neyman-pearson lemma. Our work is meaningful and helpful for the cognitive radio in the current and future system with a relatively high data rate. In the future work, we will try to derive the exact formulation of   and   , and also the optimal spectrum sensing window for single user. The optimum numbers of cooperators for asynchronous cooperative spectrum will be further considered. 
